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Errata: The introduction incorrectly states that “the V2 receptor inhibits adenylyl cyclase, 
thereby reducing the production of cAMP” on page 3. In fact the V2-type vasopressin receptors 
stimulate adenylyl cyclase and increase the cytosolic cyclic AMP release, see for instance 
Schöneberg et al., Molecular aspects of vasopressin receptor function, Advances in experimental 
medicine and biology 449 (1998) 347–58. This mistake was reported in the proofreading phase 
of pre-publication, but the correction was not carried to the final version of the article. The 
first paragraph of the discussion on page 9 suggests that all five identified OT/VP receptor 
subtypes are present in the anole lizard, frog and teleost fishes. In fact, teleost fishes lack one 
of the receptor subtypes, V1B. This does not affect the conclusions. 
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Abstract 
 
The vertebrate oxytocin and vasopressin receptors form a family of G-protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCRs) that mediate a large variety of functions, including social behavior and the regulation of 
blood pressure, water balance and reproduction. In mammals four family members have been 
identified, three of which respond to vasopressin (VP) named V1A, V1B and V2, and one of which 
is activated by oxytocin (OT), called the OT receptor. Four receptors have been identified in 
chicken as well, but these have received different names. Until recently only V1-type receptors 
have been described in several species of teleost fishes. We have identified family members in 
several gnathostome genomes and performed phylogenetic analyses to classify OT/VP- receptors 
across species and determine orthology relationships. Our phylogenetic tree identifies five 
distinct ancestral gnathostome receptor subtypes in the OT/VP receptor family: V1A, V1B, V2A, 
V2B and OT receptors. The existence of distinct V2A and V2B receptors has not been previously 
recognized. We have found these two subtypes in all examined teleost genomes as well as in 
available frog and lizard genomes and conclude that the V2A-type is orthologous to mammalian 
V2 receptors whereas the V2B-type is orthologous to avian V2 receptors. Some teleost fishes have 
acquired additional and more recent gene duplicates with up to eight receptor family members. 
Thus, this analysis reveals an unprecedented complexity in the gnathostome repertoire of OT/VP 
receptors, opening interesting research avenues regarding functions such as regulation of water 
balance, reproduction and behavior, particularly in reptiles, amphibians, teleost fishes and 
cartilaginous fishes.  
 
Keywords: vasopressin receptor, vasotocin receptor, oxytocin receptor, mesotocin receptor, 
isotocin receptor; evolution; GPCR 
 
Abbreviations: ICL3, third intracellular loop; NJ, neighbor joining; NNI, Nearest neighbor 
interchange; PhyML, phylogenetic maximum likelihood; SPR, subtree pruning and regrafting; 
TMHMM, transmembrane helix hidden Markov model.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The classical neuroendocrine nonapeptides vasopressin and oxytocin, released from 
hypothalamic neurons that extend their axons into the posterior pituitary, have profound effects 
on salt and water balance and reproduction, respectively [6, 9, 32]. In addition, their widespread 
distribution in the brain in mammals correlates with important roles as neuropeptides 
influencing social behavior [11, 20] including social olfactory memory in mice [12] and trust and 
generosity in humans [28, 53]. In fish the two peptides have been found to influence aggressive 
behavior [4, 40, 49]. During the past few years, genetic variants of the peptide receptors have 
been found to correlate with variation in different aspects of human social interaction, see for 
instance [51]. 
 Oxytocin and vasopressin were two of the first peptides that were sequenced in different 
classes of vertebrates. Unfortunately, each new sequence variant was given a separate name 
such as isotocin and mesotocin [2] for peptides that we now know are orthologs of mammalian 
oxytocin. It has also become clear that vasotocin in non-mammalian vertebrates is the ortholog 
of mammalian vasopressin. In fact, oxytocin and vasopressin arose from a common ancestral 
gene by a local duplication in a gnathostome ancestor, and the separate oxytocin and 
vasopressin lineages arose in early vertebrate evolution [16, 17]. This makes other names for 
these peptides in the gnathostomes redundant in an evolutionary perspective, and also 
establishes a likely evolutionary time frame for the divergence of oxytocin and vasopressin 
systems, including the corresponding receptors.  
 The peptides exert their actions by activating a family of G-protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCR) belonging to the rhodopsin clan. In mammals, four receptors were cloned in the 1990s: 
one oxytocin receptor called OT with the gene name OXTR [24], and three vasopressin receptors 
named V1A (AVPR1A), V1B (AVPR1B) and V2 (AVPR2) [7, 44, 46]. The OT receptor (we will use the 
abbreviation OTR to distinguish the receptor from the OT peptide) and the two V1 receptors 
primarily stimulate Gq and the DAG/IP3/Ca2+ pathway whereas the V2 receptor inhibits adenylyl 
cyclase, thereby reducing the production of cAMP. The four receptors have approx. 36-46% 
overall identity to each other in human, and 42-57% in the region spanning transmembrane helix 
(TM) 1 to TM7. 
 Over the past years, OT/VP receptors have been cloned and characterized from several 
species other than mammals, such as chicken, amphibians and ray-finned fishes. However, their 
orthology or paralogy relationships with the mammalian receptors and each other have not 
always been clear, although this issue has been addressed before. For example: the chicken 
vasotocin (vasopressin) receptor initially named VT1 [45] is clearly more similar to mammalian 
V2, although phylogenetic analyses have placed it outside of the mammalian V2 clade [10, 14], 
and the chicken receptor called VT2 [10] is in fact a homolog of the mammalian V1B, a receptor 
that has also been known as V3. The cloned chicken receptors are reviewed by Baeyens and 
Cornett (2006) [5]. In amphibians, vasopressin (vasotocin) receptors showing similarities to 
mammalian V1A, V1B and V2 as well as oxytocin (mesotocin) receptors have been cloned and 
characterized in several species [42]. In ray-finned fishes, all described receptors had been 
identified as V1A receptors and oxytocin (isotocin) receptors until recently when V2-type 
receptors from gray bichir and medaka were cloned [27] and a V2 receptor cDNA from the 
Amargosa pupfish was identified [33]. Together, these findings raise questions about the 
evolution of the OT/VP receptor family before and during the divergence of ray-fined fishes and 
lobe-finned fishes (including tetrapods), and before the origin of gnathostomes.  
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 We initially assumed that the four mammalian receptor subtype genes might reflect the 
double tetraploidization early in vertebrate evolution (2R) [34, 37]. In an effort to understand the 
evolutionary history of this receptor family, we have collected and characterized sequences from 
several species representing the major gnathostome classes. It emerged that the ancestral 
gnathostome actually must have had at least five receptor genes and that differential losses have 
occurred in different evolutionary lineages. This is proven by the fact that a few lineages have 
retained all five of the ancestral receptor family members. Our phylogenetic analyses that clarify 
important aspects of the orthology-paralogy relationships also lead to a simplified terminology 
for the OT/VP receptor family.  
 

2. Methods 
 

2.1 Database searches and sequence annotation 
 
Amino acid sequences of OT/VP receptor family members were identified using the protein family 
prediction feature of the Ensembl genome browser available at <www.ensembl.org> [13]. The 
chromosome locations of the identified sequences were noted. The chromosomal locations as 
well as more information about the database mining, such as genome assembly versions, are 
available in Supplementary material 1. To account for failures in the automated protein family 
predictions, sequences were also sought through TBLASTN searches [3] in the Ensembl database 
as well as in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Reference Sequence and 
trace archive databases (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>) using the known human V1A, V1B, V2 
and OT receptor sequences as queries. Hits were considered significant if their expect values (E) 
were lower than e-30.  

All sequences in the identified Ensembl protein family were collected from the following 
species (names in parenthesis indicate how the different species will be referred to henceforth): 
Homo sapiens (human), Mus musculus (mouse), Monodelphis domestica (opossum), 
Ornithorhynchus anatinus (platypus), Anolis carolinensis (anole lizard), Silurana (Xenopus) 
tropicalis (frog), Gallus gallus (chicken), Danio rerio (zebrafish), Oryzias latipes (medaka), 
Gasterosteus aculeatus (stickleback) and Takifugu rubripes (fugu). The functionally characterized 
Ciona instestinalis (tunicate) VP receptor sequence [22] was collected and used as query in 
TBLASTN searches in the Ciona intestinalis genome assembly available in the Ensembl database 
in order to obtain its chromosomal location and reveal possibly unidentified family members. 
The functionally characterized Octopus vulgaris (common octopus) sequences for OPR, CTR1 and 
CTR2 [21] were collected to be used as an outgroup. Family members were also sought in the 
Callorhinchus milii (elephant shark) genome database (<http://esharkgenome.imcb.a-
star.edu.sg>). Genomic scaffold sequences representing the top hits (expect values < e-30) were 
collected in order to predict the receptor sequences.  
 All identified sequences were verified against published sequences entered into the NCBI 
Reference Sequence database. Erroneous predictions in the Ensembl database were replaced 
with better reference database sequences where available or annotated manually by following 
consensus for gene initiation and splice donor and acceptor sites as well as sequence similarities 
to verified family members. Short predictions were extended by searching for missing exons in 
the flanking genomic sequence. All new protein predictions were controlled for the characteristic 
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seven transmembrane helices using the TMHMM prediction tool available at 
<www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/> [29]. Detailed accounts of the editing process can be 
provided upon request.  
 

2.2 Sequence alignments and phylogenetic analyses 
 
All amino acid sequence alignments were made using the ClustalW [48]  function on Jalview 
version 2.4.0 [52] and edited in Jalview or in the text editor TextWrangler version 3.1 
(<http://www.barebones.com/products/TextWrangler>). An initial alignment was made using the 
identified sequences in order to create a phylogenetic tree with the neighbor joining (NJ) method 
[39] (1000 bootstrap replications and standard settings in ClustalX version 2.0 [31]). The main 
clusters of the OT/VP receptor tree were identified in the NJ-tree topology (Supplementary 
material 4), after which amino acid sequence alignments for each individual cluster were made 
and edited manually. Poorly aligned sequence stretches were removed from the amino terminal, 
intracellular loop 3 (ICL3) and carboxy terminal. Alignment details are provided in 
Supplementary material 3. The tunicate and octopus protein sequences were edited to remove 
corresponding sequence stretches. These main cluster alignments were then aligned to one 
another and to the tunicate and octopus protein sequences using ClustalX's profile alignment 
function. The final alignment was edited manually to adjust sequence stretches before and after 
the removed ICL3 sequence and to adjust and align conserved exon boundaries. A phylogenetic 
maximum likelihood (PhyML) tree was created from this alignment using the online execution of 
the PhyML 3.0 algorithm available at <http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/> [15]. The amino 
acid frequency (equilibrium frequency), proportion of invariable sites and gamma-shape for the 
amino acid substitution rate heterogeneity parameters were estimated from the dataset. The 
number of substitution rate categories was set to 8. The starting tree was estimated using BIONJ 
and both the NNI and SPR tree improvement methods were used to estimate the best tree 
topology. Both the tree topology and branch length optimization options were selected. A non-
parametric bootstrap analysis with 100 replicates was selected for statistical branch support. The 
best amino acid substitution model was estimated from the final alignment using ProtTest 
version 1.4 [1]. In ProtTest, models were tested with no add-ons and assuming 8 gamma rate 
categories, the optimization strategy was set to slow and the BIONJ strategy was selected to 
create a random input tree. As a result of this analysis, the JTT-model of amino acid substitution 
was assumed for the construction of the PhyML tree. 
 

3. Results 
 

3.1 Retrieval of receptor sequences from genome databases 
 
Oxytocin and vasopressin receptor protein sequences were collected from genomic databases 
for a variety of species representing most major gnathostome classes as well as from the 
urochordate tunicate Ciona intestinalis and the mollusc Octopus vulgaris in order to calculate a 
phylogenetic tree of the vertebrate family of OT/VP receptors. The identified protein sequences 
include predictions from several previously unknown OT/VP receptor genes. Not all novel 
predictions include the whole open reading frame (ORF), however all but 3 predictions constitute 
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an uninterrupted reading frame and seven transmembrane helices could be identified for all 
species except elephant shark. The gene repertoires in the different species are discussed below 
and a summary including the number of identified exons and status of the new sequence 
predictions is shown in Table 1. A more comprehensive list, including chromosomal locations 
and database identifiers of all identified sequences is shown in Supplementary material 1. All 
protein sequence predictions identified in this study, together with the results of transmembrane 
helix predictions and additional comments, are provided in Supplementary material 2. 
Many of the automatic predictions in the Ensembl database had to be revised manually in order 
to produce alignable protein sequence predictions. This editing work included correcting 
erroneous splice-site predictions and extending the coding sequence to the start and stop 
codons if possible. This highlights the importance of not relying on automated gene prediction 
and gene annotation tools when studying the evolution of gene families. 
 

3.2 Phylogenetic analysis 
 
The resulting phylogenetic maximum likelihood tree shows that the vertebrate OT/VP receptor 
family consists of five main clusters: V1A-type, V1B-type, the OT receptors and two main V2-type 
lineages that we have called V2A and V2B to mirror the naming of the V1-type receptors (Fig. 1). 
The distinction between V2A and V2B types has not been recognized previously. These five types 
are represented in tetrapod and teleost genomes as well as the genome of a holocephalan 
cartilaginous fish species, the elephant shark, which establishes their common gnathostome 
ancestry going back approx. five hundred million years [18]. A third seemingly teleost-specific V2-
type branch, represented by sequences in the zebrafish and stickleback genomes, has been 
called V2-like pending further analysis. No additional family members could be identified in the 
genome of the tunicate.  
 

3.3 OT/VP receptor genes in tetrapods 
 
All four previously characterized OT/VP receptor subtypes in the human genome, V1A, V1B, V2 
(V2A) and OT receptors, were identified in the mouse, opossum and platypus genomes. The 
opossum genome assembly in Ensembl lacked a V2-type sequence and TBLASTN-searches using 
the human V2 receptor as query produced no significant hits. However, we could identify a 
receptor sequence fragment lacking only the amino terminal in two entries in the NCBI trace 
archive representing two exons of the V2-type gene. The chromosomal location of this opossum 
V2 receptor gene is therefore still unknown. In the chicken genome database we found the three 
previously reported receptor genes – V1B (known as VT2 in chicken), V2B (known as VT1) and OTR 
(known as MTR) [5] – as well as the fourth family member, V1A (sometimes called VT4) (Table 1). 
The known V2-type sequence in chicken clusters together with the teleost V2B-type sequences in 
our phylogenetic tree and no V2A-type sequence could be identified in the chicken genome or in 
any of the other available avian genomes, namely those of the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), 
turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) and mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) (data not shown). Both V2A-type 
and V2B-type receptor subtypes were retrieved from the frog and anole lizard genome databases 
in addition to the V1A, V1B and OT receptors. These two species represents the only tetrapods in 
this study that have retained all five ancestral lineages.
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Table 1 
Summary of OT/VP receptor sequences analyzed in this study.  

  Genus and species 
(common name) 

Gene 
name a 

Protein 
name a Subtype Sequence 

length b 
No. of 
exons 

TM regions in 
new 
predictions 

Status of 
new 
predictions 

References g 

Mammals Homo sapiens 
(human) 

AVPR1A V1A V1A-type 419 (297) 2   [46, 47] 
AVPR1B V1B V1B-type 425 (298) 2   [38, 44] 
AVPR2 V2 V2A-type 372 (293) 3   [7, 43] 
OXTR OT OTR-type 390 (293) 2   [19, 24] 

Mus musculus 
(mouse) 

Avpr1a V1A V1A-type 424 (297) 2   [23] 
Avpr1b V1B V1B-type 422 (298) 2   [23, 50] 
Avpr2 V2 V2A-type 372 (293) 3   [35] 
Oxtr OT OTR-type 389 (293)    [30] 

Monodelphis 
domestica 
(opossum) 

  V1A-type 421 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1B-type 421 (298) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type 356 (289) 2 7 c g 
  OTR-type 398 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Ornithorynchus 
anatinus (platypus) 

  V1A-type 429 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1B-type 266 (187) 2 4 (TM4-TM7) d g 
  V2A-type 382 (285) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type 393 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Birds Gallus gallus 
(chicken) 

AVPR1A VT4 V1A-type 420 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
AVPR1B VT2 V1B-type 426 (298) 2   [10] 
AVPR2 VT1 V2B-type 371 (297) 2   [45] 
OXTR MTR OTR-type 392 (293) 2   [14] 

Reptiles Anolis carolinensis 
(anole lizard) 

  V1A-type 409 (298) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1B-type 423 (298) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type 333 (297) 2 7 c g 
  V2B-type 335 (283) 2 7 c g 
  OTR-type 390 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Amphibians Silurana (Xenopus) 
tropicalis (frog) 

  V1A-type 412 (296) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1B-type 393 (298) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type 362 (285) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2B-type 346 (292) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type 391 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Teleost fish Danio rerio 
(zebrafish) 

  V1A-type (1) 411 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1A-type (2) 380 (296) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type (1) 543 (288) 5 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type (2) 531 (288) 5 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2B-type 362 (292) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type (1) 383 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type (2) 389 (288) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2-like 309 (257) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Oryzias latipes 
(medaka) 

  V1A-type (1) 380 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1A-type (2) 411 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
 V2R V2A-type (1) 543 (288) 5   [27] 
  V2A-type (2) 531 (288) 5 7 ce g 
  V2B-type 362 (292) 2 7 c g 
  OTR-type (1) 389 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type (2) 383 (288) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Gasterosteus 
aculeatus 
(stickleback) 

  V1A-type (1) 387 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1A-type (2) 388 (293) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type (1) 356 (289) 5 7 ce g 
  V2A-type (2) 396 (287) 5 7 c g 
  V2B-type 335 (292) 2 7 c g 
  OTR-type 393 (296) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
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  V2-like 304 (292) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
Takifugu rubripes 
(fugu) 

  V1A-type (1) 412 (297) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V1A-type (2) 385 (294) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type (1) 509 (288) 5 7 Whole ORF g 
  V2A-type (2) 382 (288) 5 7 ce g 
  V2B-type 340 (291) 2 7 c g 
  OTR-type (1) 394 (296) 2 7 Whole ORF g 
  OTR-type (2) 390 (294) 2 7 Whole ORF g 

Cartilaginous 
fish 

Callorhinchus milii 
(elephant shark) 

  V1A-type 162 (120) 1 3 (TM1-TM3) f g 
  V1B-type 291 (255) 1 6 (TM1-TM6) f g 
  OTR-type 242 (230) 1 5 (TM2-TM6) f g 
  V2-type 212 (198) 1 4 (TM3-TM6) f g 
  V2-type 168 (127) 1 4 (TM1-TM4) f g 

Invertebrates Ciona intestinalis 
(tunicate) 

Ci-VP-R Ci-VP-R OT/VP-R 404 (275)  -    [22] 

 Octopus vulgaris 
(octopus) 

OPR OPR outgroup 419 (271)  -    [21] 
 CTR1 CTR1 outgroup 397 (269)  -    [21] 
 CTR1 CTR2 outgroup 427 (271)  -    [21] 
a Gene and protein names follow the International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) nomenclature (human and mouse), or the 
cited references. 
b Lengths of amino acid sequences. Numbers in parentheses are the sequence lengths in the amino acid sequence alignment used for the 
phylogenetic analysis in this study (Supplementary material 3).   
c Predictions lack part of the amino terminal before TM1. 
d Prediction lacks region before TM4. 
e Predictions are unresolved in the ICL3 region, likely due to sequence errors in the genomic scaffolds. See Supplementary material 2. 
f Elephant shark predictions lack larger portions of the sequence. See section 3.4.  
g New predictions annotated in this study -- if otherwise, references are given (see section 2.1). New amino acid sequence predictions are 
presented in Supplemental Material 2 together with the results of corresponding transmembrane helix predictions 

 
 

3.4 OT/VP receptor genes in elephant shark 
 
The TBLASTN-searches in the holocephalan elasmobranch elephant shark genome produced hits 
on five genomic scaffolds with expect values lower than e^-30. From these scaffold sequences, 
five receptor protein sequence fragments were predicted using TMHMM transmembrane helix 
predictions and sequence similarities to the human OT/VP receptors. Scaffold IDs can be seen in 
Fig. 1 and Supplementary material 1 and full scaffold sequences can be retrieved from 
<http://blast.fugu-sg.org/cgi-bin/scripts/request_scaff.pl>. These elephant shark OT/VP receptor 
fragments establish the V1A-type, V1B-type and OT receptors as ancestral gnathostome receptor 
types. The two V2-type receptor fragments cluster with V2B-type receptors (Fig. 1, 
Supplementary material 4) and may represent an independent duplication within the 
cartilaginous fish lineage. The identified fragments constitute open reading frames of a single 
exon and span between 162 and 291 amino acid residues (Table 1). 
	  

3.5 OT/VP receptor genes in teleosts 
 
All teleost genomes included in the analysis were found to have multiple V1A-type and V2A-type 
receptor sequences (Table 1, Fig. 1). All sequenced teleost genomes except the stickleback 
genome also have OT receptor duplicates. It was not possible to identify any V1B-type receptor 
genes in the teleost genomes by our sequence searches and phylogenetic analyses. The V2A-type 
duplicates seen in the teleost genomes are likely to have arisen by tandem duplication since the 
two copies are located adjacent to each other in all analyzed teleost genome assemblies (Fig. 1, 
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see Supplementary material 1 for detailed chromosomal locations). This is the same case with 
the OT-type duplicates in those teleost genomes where they are found. The duplicate V1A-type 
receptors are located on different chromosomes in the zebrafish and medaka genomes, and in 
the stickleback genome only one has been assigned to a chromosome, suggesting that they 
arose by chromosome duplication. However, the phylogeny for these clusters is not resolved for 
the zebrafish (Fig. 1, Supplementary material 4) and it is difficult to say whether the duplicates in 
teleosts represent the same or independent events in all species. The fugu genomic scaffolds 
have not yet been mapped to chromosomes which provides no useful information in this regard. 
 Regarding the exon-intron organization for V2A, we identified three unique introns in all 
teleost V2A genes, all located between a CAG and a GTG/T codon. Another distinctive feature of 
V2A in teleosts is the considerable expansion of intracellular loop three (ICL3). These features 
complicated the manual annotation of the amino acid sequences, which in several cases were 
found to be erroneous or incomplete in the automatic Ensembl database gene predictions. 
 
Fig. 1. Phylogenetic maximum likelihood tree of the oxytocin and vasopressin receptor family 
showing five main gnathostome branches. Species abbreviations: Aca (anole lizard), Dre 
(zebrafish), Cin (tunicate), Cmi (elephant shark), Gac (stickleback), Gga (chicken), Hsa (human), 
Mdo (opossum), Mmu (mouse), Oan (platypus), Ola (medaka), Ovu (octopus), Tru (fugu), Xtr 
(frog). Where known, the chromosome assignments of the identified receptor sequences are 
given next to the sequence name. For the elephant shark sequences, the scaffold IDs are shown 
(see section 3.4). Sequences marked with an asterisk are fragments and in some cases do not 
span the entire length of the sequence alignment used to construct this tree (see Table 1 and 
Supplementary material 3). Branch support is shown for each node in percent of 100 bootstrap 
iterations. The nodes of the five main branches are well supported, with bootstrap values of 82% 
for the V2B-branch, 94% for the V1A-branch and 100% for the V2A-, V1B- and OTR-branches. 
Nodes with bootstrap support lower than 50% are marked with red arrowheads and those with 
support lower than 75% are marked with yellow arrowheads. 
 

4. Discussion 
 
The phylogenetic tree presented here (Fig. 1) shows that the oxytocin and vasopressin receptor 
family consists of at least five lineages or subtypes in the gnathostome lineage, as evidenced by 
the presence of all subtypes in the anole lizard, frog and teleost fish genomes (Fig. 2). In addition 
to the previously recognized subtypes V1A, V1B, V2 and OTR, we have found that there is a 
distinct V2 subtype both in tetrapods and teleost fishes that we have named V2B; hence we call 
the V2 receptor subtype previously established in mammals V2A. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first comprehensive phylogenetic study of this family using extensive searches of the 
available genomic sequence resources and multiple phylogenetic methods. It also constitutes 
the first description of a whole V2-type receptor lineage, including at least two major subtypes, 
V2A and V2B, as well as lineage-specific V2 duplicates in several species of teleost fishes. All 
teleost genomes display duplicate copies of V2A-type receptors. Interestingly, such duplication 
indicates that some teleost fish species may possess as many as 4 different V2-type receptors 
(Table 1, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Functional expression of these receptors in cell lines will be the next 
step towards characterization of their peptide-binding preferences and signal transduction 
pathways. Recently a V2-type sequence was reported and described in the Amargosa pupfish 
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Cyprinodon nevadensis amargosa [33], as well as in medaka and the gray bichir Polypterus 
senegalus [27]. Our analyses (Supplementary material 5) identify the pupfish V2 receptor as a 
V2A(1) receptor, the gray bichir V2 receptor as a V2A receptor clustering basally to teleost V2A(1) 
and V2A(2) receptors and the medaka receptor as the V2A(1) on chromosome 7 (Fig. 1), one of 
three different V2-type receptor sequences identified by us in the genome database of this 
species. 
 
Fig. 2. Proposed evolution of the oxytocin and vasopressin receptor family in gnathostomes. The 
upper panel shows a cladogram of the phylogenetic maximum likelihood analysis presented in 
Fig. 1 and the left side panel shows a timetree of chordates. Arrowhead numbers: 1) Expansion of 
the OT/VP-R family early in vertebrate evolution. 2) Loss of V1B-type receptors, duplications of 
V2A-, OT- and V1A-receptors before the teleost divergence. Likely emergence of the V2-like gene, 
with subsequent losses in the medaka and fugu genomes. 3) Loss of V2A-receptors in the avian 
lineage. 4) Loss of V2B-receptors in the mammalian lineage. The two elephant shark V2-type 
sequences have been colored grey because of ambiguous orthology (see Section 3.4).   
 

The V1A-, V1B- and OT-type receptor clusters are clearly rooted in the gnathostome 
ancestry by homologous elephant shark receptor sequence fragments (see section 3.5 above). 
However, the topology is less clear regarding the V2-type lineages. The node separating the V2A-
type and V2B-type lineages has sufficient branch support in the phylogenetic tree, but it is not 
clear to which lineage each of the two elephant shark V2-type receptor sequence fragments 
belongs. Because they both cluster with V2B sequences (Fig. 1), they might represent an 
independent duplication within the cartilaginous fish lineage. However, their placement in the 
tree is likely to be compromised by the relative shortness of the identified sequence fragments 
relative to the alignment (Supplementary material 3). For definitive assignment to specific 
receptor types, complete sequences will be necessary. In any case, the presence of two different 
V2-type receptor sequences in the tetrapods anole lizard and frog (see Section 3.3 above, as well 
as Fig. 1), and in teleosts (see Section 3.5 above) confirms that both lineages were present at the 
divergence of lobe-finned and ray-finned fishes. The presence of all five OT/VP receptor lineages 
as far back as the gnathostome ancestor, approx. five hundred million years ago [18], is 
suggested by the presence of two V2-type receptor fragments in the elephant shark genome 
sequence. 
 After the divergence of cartilaginous fishes the receptor family appears to have undergone 
independent gains and losses in different lineages. The phylogenetic tree shows that the chicken 
V2-type receptor (unfortunately called VT1 in its first publication) [45] is not orthologous to the 
mammalian V2-type receptor but that they represent distinct ancestral gnathostome lineages, 
the V2B-type and V2A-type respectively (Fig. 1). Thus, it appears as though there have been 
lineage specific reciprocal losses in the bird and mammal lineages. This is corroborated by the 
fact that out of the tetrapod genome sequences included in this study, only the frog and anole 
lizard genomes possess all five ancestral subtypes. Avian V2A-type sequences were sought using 
TBLASTN with the human V2A-type sequence as query in the other avian genome sequences 
available in the Ensembl database (see Section 3.3 above), however this produced no significant 
hits. In contrast to the mammalian V2A receptors, the chicken V2B receptor does not mediate an 
increase in intracellular cAMP, rather it seems to signal via the phosphatidylinositol pathway, 
increasing cytosolic Ca2+ much like mammalian V1A, V1B and OT receptors [45]. This raises the 
question of whether cAMP signaling is specific to receptors of the V2A subtype and it will be 
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interesting to see whether reptile, amphibian and teleost V2B receptors signal through the same 
pathway as the chicken V2B. 
  In the teleost fishes various duplications and losses have occurred. Notably, no V1B-type 
sequence has been found in a teleost. A putative V1B ortholog was found in the elephant shark, 
suggesting that V1B was lost in the teleost ancestor or even earlier in the ray-finned fish lineage. 
Because we have found all five ancestral subtypes in the genomes of a frog and a lizard, it is 
reasonable to expect that lungfishes and coelacanths may still possess a V1B-type ortholog as 
well, although to date only a V2-type receptor and one V1-type receptor have been identified in 
the African lungfish Protopterus annectens [25, 26]. 
 The fact that multiple independent duplication events have shaped the receptor family in 
teleosts highlights the importance of determining the chromosomal locations in order to deduce 
the correct orthology relationships. The same would apply to identified family members in other 
teleost species whose genomes have not been sequenced. The chromosomal locations of the 
duplicate OT-type and V2A-type receptor genes in zebrafish, medaka and fugu suggest ancestral 
teleost tandem duplications. The same scenario is suggested by the chromosomal locations of 
the V1A duplicates in the zebrafish genome, while the stickleback and medaka genome 
assemblies suggest that independent duplication events may have occurred. A more extensive 
analysis of paralogous chromosome regions is in progress to see how the OT/VP receptor gene 
duplications may correlate with whole genome duplications, however this work is exceedingly 
complicated due to extensive rearrangements of (some of) these chromosomes during vertebrate 
evolution. 
The human V1A, V1B and OT receptors are encoded by two exons while the human V2 receptor 
(V2A) is encoded by three [43]. The first intron of the human V2A receptor gene is suggested to be 
a mammal-specific insertion while the second intron is an ancestral intron found in all vertebrate 
OT/VP receptors [8]. Our findings support this view. Although the complete amino terminal was 
not possible to predict with certainty for all newly identified V2A sequences, such as the opossum 
V2A or several of the teleost V2As, it is present in the platypus V2A gene prediction and absent in 
the teleost V2A sequences where the complete amino terminal could be identified (Table 1). 
Interestingly, our predictions of the teleost V2A-type receptor genes reveal three introns specific 
for this subtype in this lineage (in addition to the ancestral vertebrate intron). All three introns 
appear to have been inserted in the same sequence motif, CAG GTG/T (see alignment in 
Supplementary material 3), and the splice donor and acceptor sites have remained almost 
identical in all teleost genomes investigated in this study (data not shown). Surprisingly, the 
putative Armargosa pupfish V2-type receptor published by Lema (2010) [33] features only the last 
of these three introns and not the ancestral intron homologous to the second intron in the 
human V2 receptor gene. This deviating exon-intron organization in the pupfish requires further 
investigation. Konno et al (2010) [27] did not investigate the genomic DNA sequences of gray 
bichir and medaka. 
 Another distinctive feature of the teleost V2A-type receptors is the significant elongation 
of the middle portion of intracellular loop three (ICL3). This elongation could be identified in all 
teleost V2A sequences, while this region of the medaka V2A(2), stickleback V2A(1) and fugu V2A(2) 
sequences could not be correctly predicted due to interrupted reading frames and the lack of 
canonical splice sites in this region of the genomic sequence available in the databases (Table 1, 
see sequences in Supplementary material 2). This is likely due to faulty sequence reads in the 
genomic scaffolds. Our predictions of the ICL3 expansion in the teleost V2A-type receptor 
sequences included in this analysis are supported by the identification of corresponding 
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expansions in the Amargosa pupfish and medaka V2 sequences published by Lema (2010) and 
Konno et al. (2010), respectively. Interestingly Konno et al. (2010) report that the gray bichir V2 
receptor sequence does not present the ICL3 elongation, which suggests that his feature 
appeared early in teleost evolution, before the teleost radiation [27]. ICL3 displays high 
variability in both length and amino acid composition in mammalian V2 receptors and the 
relatively low functional activity of the middle part of the loop in the human V2 receptor has been 
demonstrated [36, 41].  
 Apart from the suggested five ancestral gnathostome lineages, a sixth lineage, 
representing a V2-subtype, is present in the zebrafish and stickleback genomes. We have called 
this subtype V2-like pending further evolutionary analysis. Since no member of this lineage was 
found in any other genomes, its orthology relationship remains unknown. Both sequences seem 
upon inspection to be able to give rise to functional receptors. However, the carboxy terminal has 
been significantly shortened by the introduction of a stop codon (see sequences in 
Supplementary materials 2 and 3).  
 

5. Conclusions 
 
Our investigation of OT/VP receptors in the available genome sequences of species representing 
different gnathostome classes allowed us to deduce a phylogenetic tree that provided some 
surprising findings. We conclude that there were at least five receptor subtypes present already 
in the gnathostome ancestor; V1A, V1B, V2A, V2B and OT receptors, thus a larger receptor 
repertoire in the vertebrate lineage than was previously known. Secondly, reciprocal losses seem 
to have occurred in some lineages, namely V2B from mammals and V2A from birds. Comparative 
studies of the neurohypophysial hormones have for a long time been muddled by an inconsistent 
and evolutionarily misleading nomenclature. Our comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of the 
OT/VP receptors resolves orthology relationships and corrects previous cases of subtype 
misidentification. These evolutionary clarifications, together with the resolution of oxytocin and 
vasopressin peptide evolution [16, 17], provide a more coherent framework for comparative 
studies of the many functions of neurohypophysial hormones and their receptors. 
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